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News Update

Annual Marathon Biggest in History

Berkeley Riot Stopped

By Monica Yadegar
News Editor

Three juveniles were injured and
four were arrested durine a riot last
Satuiday in Berkeley. The outbreak
began after midnight wtvn two Uni
versity of California, Berkeley police
ofcets arrested two teen-agers who
were fighting. Approximately 20 Ber
keley officers were bought in to contiol the disturbance when hundreds of
observers began thro wing bottles at the
police and breaking windows.

State's Probe of Hospital
Reopened
The state has reopened an investi
gation of medical care at a private San |
Jose psychiatric hospital following the
death of an elderiy man in June- the
fourth seriously ill patient to die in an
18-month span alCakTrctf Mr JpitaL R
is the third time in the last six months
to the Departmentof HealthServices
hasqucstioncd the care at the hospital.
Hie first investigation occurred after
two patientsdied within1 Odaysofeach
other last April

Archania held its 9th AnnualTeeterTotter Marathon last weekend. Ap
proximately $6000 was raised by the
end of the 72 hour marathon for AIDS
research and education. "We had an
incredible amount of community, alumni
and University support," said TeeterTotter Chairperson, Cory Clemetson,
"and it was fabulous."
According to Clemetson, AIDS re
search and education was chosen as this
year's fundraising recipient due to the
belief that AIDS "is the fastest growing
concern on college campuses today. We
(Archania) see ourselves as leaders at
UOP and feel we should take an active
role in trying to educate the community
and our peers about AIDS."
A portion of the proceeds from the
Labor Day weekend marathon will go to
the San Joaquin AIDS Foundation
(SJAF) to help continue community
support programs, education and testing.
The remainder will go to the Cowell

Student Health Center to help start AIDS
awareness programson campus. Health
Center Medical Director Sarah Grimes
said, "What this group has done over the
summer has been incredible for an in
credible cause."
State Senator Patrick Johnston,
Stockton Mayor Joan Darrah,Tracy Protemp Mayor Richard Pombo and Patti
Garamendi were the guest speakers at
theopeningceremoniesintheMcCaffrey
Center on Friday. "It's remarkable what
they'redoing. I think the marathon is the
type of event that will get the ball rolling
for motivating agencies in the commu
nity to help in AIDS education," said
Darrah. The marathon also consisted of
volleyball games on Saturday, a pan
cake feed on Sunday and closing cer
emonies on Labor Day.
Teeter-Totter sponsors included
Primadonna Resort and Casino, KJOY
Radio, Sherwood Comers Broadcast
ing, San Joaquin Beverage, I DIG Vol
leyball, World Press Band, Honda and
Chile's. These organizations donated
between $100-$1000 for the cause.

Aid to Hurricane Victims
Delayed
Thousands of Andrew victims
inMiami are unlikely to get imme
diate financial help due to an un
derstaffed Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA).
According to officials, the main
problem appears to be the red tape
involved in the paperwork. As a
result, few people have received a
check and many might not get one
for more than a month.
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Archites teeter-totter to raise money for marathon

Although theoriginalgoalof$25,000 five times the amount from the previous
was not reached, the marathon was a year and there has never been as wide a
success to Archania."When you shoot publicity," said Clemetson.
"The reputation and the contacts we
high, you tend to try harder. We raised
made have greatly exceeded the money
raised. Nobody believed Teeter-Totter
would happen-allthought it would flop,"
saidFinance Directorto the event, Craig
Stevenson.
According to the Director of Public
Relations, Gina McCreary, the plans
and preparations for the marathon be
gan last year and efforts were made by
everyone involved to pull it together
during the summer. "We began with
dreams and highhopes,"said McCreary,
" and it all fell together." During the
summer, Archania taped two cable
shows regarding AIDS, publicized it
during parent orientation and worked
closely with the Health Center and SJAF.
"There's something to be said about
this being one of the first events of
school. Congratulations to everyone on

Teeter-totter chair-person Cory Clemetson and guest speakers discuss AIDS at opening ceremonies

Building M e t h o d s in
Florida Questioned

RHAPromotes
Community Involvement

Beyond the force of hurricane
Andrew, experts are including in
adequacies in the building codes,
changes in building construction
and design and material deficien
cies as major factors in the de- 1 jr-jyj ;ca Yadegar
struction. These inadequacies and
I>y
deficiencies left thousands of | News Editor
buildings in southern Florida below
University of the Pacific's Resi
code standards.
dence Hall Association (RHA) hosted
an "RHA Welcome Weekend" for
campus community members last
week. The activities were offered to
anyone living in the residence halls
who stayed on campus during the
haqi Suppliers Not Re
holiday weekend.
vealed
"We wanted to get more campus

Iraq refuses to reveal the identi- I involvement as weU asofferan alKr-

to drinking,
sa'd Sc01t
fe of foreign supplies for lis ' native
—
Franklin,
the
National
Communica
rtuclear weapons program. Ac
tion
Coordinator
for
RHA.
The ac
cording to a U.N. inspection team
tivities included playing volleyball,
deader, the refusal docs not comply
attending the football game, watching
the Persian Gulf cease-fire
the campus movie and spending time
tenrt$. The first
U.K-mandated
at the pool.
search for information, since the
Senator Representative to RHA,
^•S.-led allies imposed a "no-fly
Nicole Kedslie said, "We were sur
z0nc in southern Iraq on Aug. 27,
prised at how many students showed
took place last week.

Engine SpiUs Fuel

By Monica Yadegar
News Editor

Students,faculty and staff who wereon
campus on Aug. 28 experienced power
failure when the University power was
up, considering that allour signs were temporarily shutoff.The shut-off wasdue
torn down. It was a nice tum-out and to a diesel fuel spil1on campus.
According to UOP Environmental
everyone was appreciative of the
SafetyOfficer.DerrelHoudashelt,
thespill
events."
Those who attended were given occurred at the nortbend of Rudkin Way.
cups with this year's theme "Toon "The spill was from the diesel engine that
into RHA" printed on them, popcorn runs a pump for watering the grounds,"
at the movie and drinks provided by said HoudashelL
UOP's powenvas turned off forneariy
the R.O.A.D. Side Pub. Casa Werner
received two certificates for free movie two hours when it was discovered that
rentals from the Wherehouse and a someofthefuelhactenteredanundeiground
box of microwave popcorn for having electric line box. Houdashelt said that ap
proximately 135 gallons of fuel had to be
the highest turn-out at the movie.
"This was the first year that RHA removed.
UOP had issued physical plant a cita
has put on such activities and people
thought it was great," said Franklin. tion on Aug. 18 relating to a previous spill
"Welcome Weekend," according to in the same area"The engine is rented by
Kedslie, was just the first of many UOP and used onlyduring the summer,"
activities that RHA has planned. Fu said HoudashelL
No permanent damage, however, has
ture events include a treasure hunt,
been
done by thespill and the engine is no
helping South West residence hall with
longer
in service. "It s a perfectly legal
the annual haunted house and decorat
pumping situation," Houdashelt said.
ing the residence halls for Christmas.

the wonderful thing you are doing," said
Pombo.
"From every angle, I have never seen
a group of 48 guys work harder to put
something together," Clemetson said,
"and a lot of people from the community
came to show their support even if they
didn't donate." Accordingly, Gemetson
hopes that the marathon, along with
other fraternity and sorority events, will
change the opinion of those who look
negatively upon the Greek system on
campus.
"The marathonhas been going on for
nine years, but we started with nothing
and wanted to make this the biggest and
the best. AIDS is a disease that opens
eyes up and it will definitely open some
eyes on campus," said McCreary. Past
Teeter-Totter fund-raiser causes have
included multiple sclerosis, muscular
dystrophy, a scholarship fund for under
privileged students at UOP and the UOP
student library.
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Fraternity Party Crashed
ly Monica Yadegar

lence was not instigated by any of the
fraternity members. "The fraternity
Omega Psi Phi's Saturday night feels responsible, but it wasn't their
party at Raymond Great Hall turned fault. The guys we arrested were from
violent when several non-University Sacramento who probably just heard
people entered the building. UOP's about the party and something didn't
Lieutenant of Public Safety, Jerry please them," he said.
Many of the witnesses have been
Houston, said, "Some uninvited
reople came in around 11:30 and questioned by Public Safety to estab
?egan pushing others around and lish what exactly happened. "We have
throwing chairs," Houston said. talked to 10 more people who were at
Public Safety officers arrived in time ihe party and filed charges against
to arrest two of the people involved the five we arrested," Houston said.
and the remaining three were picked The juvenile has been charged with
assault with a deadly weapon. The
up shortly thereafter.
Approximately 200 people were four adults are also being tried for
at the party and four were injured assault with a deadly weapon as well
before Public Safety's arrival. Two as vandalism and disturbance of the
of the injured were taken to the hos peace.
Public Safety, according to Hous
pital, treated and released. Nearly 20
windows were also broken and esti ton, is currently analyzing its party
mates are being drawn up on the total procedures and regulations. "We're
reviewing all our processes that deal
damages.
In addition to chairs being thrown with parties and re-evaluating them
at the party, shots were also heard. for the future. We're not sure what
Houston said, "Someone who was the difference in procedures might be
waiting outside fired three shots in yet, but there will probably be more
the air- maybe to draw attention. serious questions asked before an ap
However, we havenot found thegun." proval for a party is given," said
According to Houston, the vio Houston.

News Editor
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Democrats, Republicans
Release
Criiwc
Statistics
Take Off The Gloves
By

John Williams and

Karen Neustadt
(CPS)—The fight for the presidency has
moved from the convention halls to the
towns, cities and campuses across the
United States, particularly keystales in the
Midwest. And the 1992 campaign is
shaping up as a bruising battle on issues of
the economy, trust and family values.
President Bush and Vice President Dan
Quayle received theofficial go-ahead from
the party faithful at the Aug. 17-20 Re
publican convention in Houstoa Bush
and Quayle want four more years to push
their agenda of less government and lower
taxes. Democratic presidentialcandidate
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton and his run
ning mate, U.S. Sea A1 Gore of Tennes
see, maintain that after 12 years of Re
publican presidential leadership, a change
of party and philosophy is needed at 1600
Pennsylvania Ave. The race forthcWhite
House includes winning the hearts—and
votes—of college and university students.
While historically the 18-24 age group has
had the lowest voter turnout of all age
groups, both parties have made it clear the
youth vote is important And that fight is
being held on college campusesacross the
United States. College Republicans were
out in force at the Republican convention
in Houston, as was the Republican Youth
Coalition, controlled by College Republi
cans. About 500 College Republicans
helped run the show at the convention, said
Mandy Innis, national first vice-chairman

of the College Republicans. She said many
of them got on the convention floor each
night and were active in helping out with
logistics. Innis, who graduated this year
from the University of Texas-Austin with
a degree ininternational business, said two
main issues that face students are the
economy and jobs. Like many other Re
publicans,she blamed Congress, not Bush,
for the stagnant economy and other social
problems. Shedoesn'thaveajobyet,but
is hopeful she will find one. And what
impresses her most is that "I feel strongly
that the worid isfree now, and policiesboth
President Bush and {former president)
Reagan helped with that," she said. "The
president is committed to a safe world."
While such phrasesas"family values" and
'lower taxes" were bandied about die As
trodome in Houston, neither Bush nor
Quayle made direct mention of any higher
education issue during their keynote
speeches. However, priorto the convention
Bush had said he intended to make edu
cation one of his highest priorities.
During his acceptance speech in
Houston, Bush said: "Improve our
schools so our kids can get the education
they need to succeed. Let's help these
kids." Tony Zagotta, chairman of the
College Republican National Committee,
said it is the Democratically controlled
Congress, not President Bush, that's re
sponsible for the current economic woes.
While the job market has not improved for
college students, "I don't put the blameon
Bush, but on the Congress. Young people

feel thatway. The president's polling num
bers for this age group are the best he has.
Young people appreciated theRepublican's
approach to free trade,'' he said."Of course
there are problems, but there is a lot of
opportunity out there." What concerns
college students, Republicanstudentleaders
say, are the economy, jobs and foreign
policy. Democratic student leaders said
students are interested in the environment,
abortion, student loans and the economy.
"Republicans aren't addressing the conccrnsofyoung people,"saidJamieHarmon,
president of the College Democrats. "Re
publicans don'thave amessage that speaks
for the young people. Democrats have a
plank for change. Young people know
George Bush has failed." A major issue
that divides the Democratic and Republi
can planks is abortioa The Democratic
platform supports the right of women to
choose, while the Republican platform
supports a constitutional amendment
banning abortioa
Another area is the
economy. Democrats blame Bush for not
using his office or his personal popularity
to do anythingconstnrctiveforlhe economy,
aside from supporting tax cuts for the
wealthy. Bush blames the Democratic
majority in Congress for blocking various
proposals that he believes would get the
economy moving agaia "I think that the
Republicans have been giving young
people the one-two punch," Harmon said.
"We have the largest student loan debt in
history and the worst job market in 20
years."
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Appeals Judge to investigate any con
nection Dick Schultz may have had to
loans made to students from 1981-87,
the time that Schultz was employed at
the university. Officials said thathiring
an outside investigator was unprec
edented in the organization's history.
Park will deal only with any connec
tions to Schultz. The rest of the probe is
being conducted by NCAA investiga
tors. "The stories that are going around
are abit confusing," said Louise Dudley,
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NCAA Removes Itself
From Loan Investigation
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.
(CPS)—The NCAA removed itself
from part of an investigation into
questionable loans at the University
of Virginia, citing a conflict of inter
est because its executive director was
Virginia's athletic director when stu
dent athletes allegedly received ille
gal funds.
The NCAA announced that it has
hired James Park Jr., a Lexington, Ky„
attorney and former Kentucky Court of

WC,Corre^
SpecjaU^-^Incton (C

'Basketball/ Racquetball/ Handball Leagues

a spokesperson at Virginia. "Theregi
lar enforcement staff will deal with lit
part of the investigation that doesi
involve Dick Schultz."
A 550-pag
report from internal investigators, rt
leased in April, said that from 19821
1990, 30 athletes received 45 loans it
taling $14,949 from the Virginia Sa
dent Aid Foundation, the school's ath
letic fund-raising division. TheNCA
prohibits athletes receiving monies tit
are not available to all students.
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scenario would free up more money for
education programs next year. House
leaders, however, said they wanted to
address the problem before it reached
dire proportions. "We have faced up to
the shortfall now rather than confront a
crisis in 1994," Natcher added.
In
addition to the Pell reductions, House
leaders cut 1 percent from many other
education
education programs,
programs, including
including supplesupplemental education grants, aid to historically black colleges and universities and
> > r o S r a m s
d i s a d v a n t a g e d y o u t h

^raofthe Committee for Educa! more IneXm defend
Planni,18t0 anend coUege.
In some
defense t0 domestic
P r lino which renrcsents mnn^ .
cases, these cuts meant that the House
con U"
j j ations
On Julv 23 Pro^nams' 8lvcn Uie current economic set lower funding figures than those
* 11Th signed iruo lat S C°nd,t!°nS- Lawmaker« defeated such a proposed by the Bush administration
President Bush signed into law the move last spnng.
"Once Congress last winter. Still, lawmakers noted that
decided to value defense spending and they did protect some programs such as
#cr faucauon Act which exrcnds
il,e life of federal higher education pro- defense jobs over education, it became Perkins Loans and woric-study from
grams, including student loans, and au- difficult, if not impossible, to achieve deeper cuts proposed by the White
ihorizes spending of $115 billion over a any gains," he said. Overall, the Pell House. Specific funding figures in the
live-year period,
rhe Higher Educa- shortfall will drain $704 million from House bill include: $608 million for
ton Act (HEA) sought to raise the the education budget in 1993 and a work-study, a $4 million cut from cur
maximum Pell Grant from $2,400 to similar amount in 1994. ThePellGrant rent funding; $571 million for supple
$3,100 next year and permit more aid to shortfall took many lawmakers by sur- mental grants, a $6 million reduction;
middle-income and part-time students,
months. Previous estimates had pegged and $375 million for disadvantaged
the shortfall at about $332 million, youth programs, a cut of $3 million .
Evciy American "deserves the chance
get
on
the
ladder
of
opportunity
and
Natchersaid.TheEducationDepartment The bill allocates $6.5 billion for Pell
(0
climb up," Bush said.
However, the now blames such a large shortfall on Grants, including $704 million to help
House voted July 28 to cut the maxi- higher thanexpected use of the program cover the shortfall. The House also set
mum Pell Grant from $2,400 to $2,300 in 1991 and 1992. "The shortfall is a funding of $2.86 billion for new subsi
next year and reduce funding for a wide direct result of the recession," Mitchem dies under the Guaranteed Student Loan
range of politically popular higher eduadded. With young people unable to program, an increase of $426 million.
cationprograms, dimming hopes forthe find jobs, many are returning to school House members approved the spending
largerincreases envisioned by Congress. and seeking additional aid. Mitchem bill by a 345-54 vote and sent it to the
Lawmakers blamed the Bush adminis and other advocates had hoped Congress Senate, which is just beginning to hold
tration for the problem, saying it failed would pay for the shortfall through a hearings on education funding issues
to recognize a $1.4 billion budget supplemental spending bill or by de and is not expected to actuntil September.
shortfall in the Pell program until this laying the costs until 1994, when law- Mitchem and other education advocates
summer. "I can only repeat what my makers again could transfer funds from say they will press for restoration of cuts
colleagues have said—this is the most defense to domestic programs. Either during the deliberations.

Student BeatenTo Death 0
MIAMI (CPS)—Police have ar
rested eight men in connection with
the death of a Vietnamese pre-med
student who was chased, beaten and
licked by a mob after he objected to
slurs about his nationality.
Luyen
Phan Nguyen, 19, went into a coma
after receiving repeated blows to his
head and died Aug. 17 at Broward
General Medical Center. The Univer
sity of Miami student attended a party
Aug. 15 in Coral Springs, north of Mi
ami. According to witnesses, words were
exchanged after someone made a slur
about Nguyen's nationality, and the altercation moved outside to the grounds

of the apartment complex. As many as
15 youngmenmayhavetakenpartinthe
attack on Nguyen.
"The attack is
believed to have been racially motivated
due to the victim's Oriental nationality,"
a police report said. Eight men have
been arrested on second-degree murder
charges. Prosecutors also will consider
pursuing hate crime charges, said
Conchita Ruiz, director of media rela
tions at the University of Miami. "This
is such a disturbing thing," Ruiz said.
Nguyen's father, a physician, left Viet
nam in 1980 and brought his family to
the United States, where they settled in

President Vetoes Motor - Voter Bill
WASHINGTON (CPS)—President
Bush vetoed a "motor-voter" bill that
was supposed to simplify the voter
registration process because fie said it
would open greater possibilities of
fraud. Hie National Voter Registra
tion Act would have allowed adults
18 years and older to register at the
same time they received or renewed
their driver's licenses or applied for
social services such as unemployment
benefits or welfare.
In his veto
message in early July, Bush claimed
the bill was seriously flawed and "an
open invitation to fraud."Supporters,
mostly Democrats,said it would make
it easier for the young, the poor and
minorities to register to vote. Col
lege students were dismayed by the
president's action and urged fellow
students to write their representatives
to call for a veto override. 'The only
'serious flaws' with this bill were the

non-Republican voters it would have
yielded," Dana Dougherty, a junior at
the University of Texas-Austin, wrote
in a column in The Daily Texan. "By
vetoing 'motor-voter,' Bush not only
defeated the bill, he also defeated de
mocracy."
Josh Shanes of the
University of Illinois called for an
override of the presidential veto. "The
government must then continue to
strive to bring every adult citizen into
the polling booth on election day.
Only then will we be a true democ
racy," Shanes wrotein The Daily Illini.
Joshua Grabel, the federal relations
director of the Associated Students of
the University of Arizona, vowed to
begin a telephone drive protesting the
veto. Grabel urged students to inundate
the office of Sen. John McCain, RAriz., withcails. McCain voted against
the bill when it passed the Senate.
'The more students voice their opin

ion, the more they will listen to us,"
Grabel told the Arizona Daily Wild
cat.
Supporters of the bill said 24
states and the District of Columbia
enacted similar legislation with no
reports of abuse. However, a study
at George Washington University in
dicated that the bill would have little
or no effect on voters unless accom
panied by an aggressive voting cam
paign.
The study, conducted by
political scientist Susan L. Wiley,
analyzed the registration and voting
records of more than 300,000 citizens
of the District of Columbia, which
instituted the program three years ago.
While the "motor-voter" registrants
accounted for more than 40 percent of
all new registrants in the District,
Wiley found that many registrants did
not vote.
According to the study,
only 30.4 percent of the"motor-voter"
registrants went to the polls.

Ki

Coral Springs.

Students
Longtime
Urged To Students
Be There' 'te,p Bl«
LEW1SBURG, Pa. (CPS)—If you're
S°mg to take the time and effort to be in
you should focus on class while
you're there—not the dozens of other
Concenis that are pressing for attention, a
^ucknell University psychotherapist says,
'f you are going to be in class for 50
minutes, be there," said John Ortiz, assisjjflrector of pyschologjcal services,
^rastmation and "having to be in the
"Sbt mood"to study can hinder a student s
^cation, he said. "You are either in the
m °r in the future," Ortiz said. "You
^0rked hardto get here (into school), so be
J® now. Whatever you're doing, do it.
only way to do anything right is with
0ur
• fuUattention." On the other hand, if
you ^ a movie instead of studying, try to
genuine satisfaction from the enter^nent, rather than worrying about what
y°u should bedoing instead. Students get
the "shoulds and wants, or just waste
feeling guilty,"he said."By letting go
your expectations you can react to cir^ances as they appear, in the hereand

Rewards

PRINCETON, N.J. (CPS) For every ad
ditional year of schooling, the average
personmakes9percentto 16percentmore
money, says a study by two Princeton
University economists. 'The results of
our study indicate that the economic re
turns to schooling may have been badly
underestimated in the past," said authors
OrleyAshenfelterandAlanKrueger. The
study was based on using identical twins
for data. Ashenfelter, Krueger and other
inteviewers questioned nearly 500 identi
cal twinslastyearatafestivalinTwinsburg,
Ohio.
Twins are ideal study subjects
because theyhavethesamegeneticmakeup
and more than likely to have the same
home environment Since environment
and innate intelligence could be removed
as factors, the researchers were more able
to effectively gauge the way one's level of
education affects eventual earnings. "I
think it suggests there's a big payoff for
encouraging people to stay in school,
Krueger said.

Staff Writers Needed

If Interested Please Contact
Jefff Weinberg
3rd FloonHandHaH

Free! "More Better!" T1Shirt
WhenYbu Sign Up for Student
Banking at BofA
Open a VERSATEL' Checking account and get much more than this hot-looking T-shirt. Like more ATMs. Better
values. Choose "More Better!" student banking and get more free access to your cash at over 4,400 VERSATELLER"
and ReadyTeller' ATMs throughout the West. Get better values with our low-cost VERSATEL Checking account, an
ATM-only account that lets you write as many checks as you need and make unlimited VERSATELLER deposits and
withdrawals for one low monthly fee. And, you'll also get a three-month summer vacation from monthly account fees!*
MORE FINANCIAL FREEDOM WITH
FIRST-YEAR, NO ANNUAL FEE CREDIT CARDS"
Apply for a BankAmericard Visa" or MasterCard" credit card and, if you qualify, we'll pay your annual membership
fee for the first year. Plus, you'll enjoy the extra convenience of overdraft protection when you link your credit card to
your BofA checking account.
"MORE BETTER!" STUDENTS BANK WITH BOFA
Examine our "More Better!" student banking offer, and you'll see that BofA makes the grade with more cash
convenience and better banking values. Make the "More Better!"
choice in student banking, and sign up with Bank of America today.

BANKING ON AMERICA11

Stop by and ask for details at: 1661 PACIFIC AVENUE • STOCKTON, CA • (209) 944-5129

0J Bank of America
n
cmr
Member t-utk-

• IE> iqq?

RankAmerica Corp T-Shirt offer good while supplies last 'Offer excludes Alpha and Prima accounts Charges for overdrafts and other account
J retafea fees still aoolv "Credit card offer valid until October 31. 1992 Credit card issued by Bank of America N A. (SPEC-92159)
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Editor's Corner

String
Tntpmationallv Acclaimed
Opens Conservatory Season
*

Once again, welcome back to a new academic year and an all new
Pacifican! I've received countless compliments on the new Across the
Campus section and would like to continue to shape its format and content. 1
would also like to eventually see the Campus Schedule of Events stretch to
the bottom of the page, so keep the information coming!!!
This week I am pleased to announce the addition of two new columns to
the page: "Funds, Fantasies and Future Focus" (a career column) and 'Take
It To the Streets," which will explore the poignant issues of today and offer
suggestions for community service through student involvement. Once again,
I would like to strongly encourage feedback on these new columns addressed
to both the columnists and myself.
I would also like to strongly encourage Pacific'snew and returning students
to pay close attention to the Campus Schedule of Events over the next few
weeks, as many clubs and organizations will be anxious to receive new
members and inquiries. Only student involvement and motivation will bring
thi s campus closer to realizing its common v ision of inclusiveness and equality
as we prepare ourselves for an increasingly pluralistic society.
Best of luck,
Mike Traina
Across the Campus Editor

Schedule of Camnus Events
Thursday, September 10
COP Fall Convocation, Faye Spanos Conceit Hall, 12-1 p.m.
featuring fotmer NEA chair John Frohnmayer
orcnsics Meeting (Speech & Debate), Hand Hall 217,4 p.m.
-first meeting, newcomers welcome
UPBEAT Film: BASIC INSTINCT, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
;Yiday,

September 11

Saturday, September 12
UPBEAT Film: BASIC INSTINCT, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Sunday, September 13
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30 a.m.
Protestant Worship: "Make Love, Not Sacrifice," Morris Chapel, 11 a.m.
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: BASIC INSTINCT, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Monday, September 14
Model United Nations Introductory Meeting & Reception, Bechtel Center, 6 p.m.
•newcomers welcome
Lecture: Willis Hatman, Commons Room, Raymond Great Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Senate Meeting, McCaffrey Conference Room, 8:30 p.m.

Tuesday, September 15
"Uttlc-Rcad Book Sale," Main Library Lobby, 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
1993Gay Freedom CelcbrationStccringComm.,McCafTreyConf. Rm., 7 pan.
-first meeting, newcomers welcome
Volleyball vs. Fresno State, Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: MY GIRL, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
"Alternative Images," Morris Chapel, 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday, September 16
World on Wednesday. "Politics of Global Wanning," Bechtel Center, 12:30 pan.
featuring Michael Hatch, associate professor of political science
Public RelationsStudent Society of America (PRSSA) Mig^ WPC 122,6:30 p m.
-first meeting, newcomers welcome
UPBEAT Film: MY GIRL, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Gay Association of Pacific (GAP) Meeting, President's Room,9 p.m.

„ •&./ /•
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Aaron Silberman Concert Serie
Baruch College, City Univers S 2
lly of
New York, and maintains 21 Su
<
nmpt
residency at the Highlands qJ
Chamber Music Festival.
'
The Quartet was founded in i98]
The various schools its members
tended include Julliard, Yale, the)/1
England Conservatory, Hartt School
of Music, Royal Scottish AcadeiT1
Indiana University and the Colie J
Conservatory of Music in Cincim,^
The UOP Conservatory of Musi'
offers a season of musical event'
through its Resident ArtistsSeries an]
Conservatory Concerts presented
the beautiful Faye Spanos Concert
Hall, the Recital Hall, Morris Chapei
and Long Theatre. Each year, more
than 50 recitals and concerts are per
formed by the Conservatory's
cally distinguished faculty, studer,.
soloists, student ensembles and sne
^
^ ^
a*
_
o.or
stop by the Conservatory of Music
office to reserve a copy of its free
poster/calendar of events which
be avadable ,n early September

"PEOPLE CAN CHANGE THE WORLD

•riday Forum: "Governance," Bechtel Center, 3 p.m.
-an open discussion and debate
Hmong Student Association Meeting, McCaffrey Conference Room, 7 p.m.
Alexander String Quartet, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Chi Alpha Radical Reality Meeting, WPC140,8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: BASIC INSTINCT, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

|

Ensemble-in-ResuW inV
visiting Ensemble-in-Residence

In a new way to begin its 1992-93
season of Conservatory Concerts and
Resident ArtistSeries, Carl Nosse, Dean
oftheUOPConservatoryofMusic, has
invited the internationally-acclaimed
Alexander String Quartet to present the
opening concert onFri.,Sept. 11. Nosse
says, "We are most fortunate to have a
group of this stature perform here as
guest artists. Our music students can
learn much from them and we are happy
to share our good fortune by presenting
the group to the local community."
The artistry and imagination which
the Alexander String Quartet brings to
performances of an unusually diverse
repertoire have won them enthusiastic
praise from audiences and critics
throughout North America and Europe.
The New York Times calls them "an un
The
Alexander
Sri,.Qrnne,Spans wiltpe,rfomin Hall a,8 pan.
usually fine group -musically, techni
Friday, Sept.ll.
cally, in just about any way one wants to
ments have included the Mostly
estivalatLincolnCenler,the
view it," and The London Times hailed and by N.P.R. The ensemble has also
performed
arounc
the
world,
includM
Museum of Art and
them a "stunning ensemble."
ing
locations
in
Bottom
Washington,
Metropolitan
Museum
The quartet was featured in the Na
Hall.
tional Public Television documentary D.C., Los Angele:, San Francisco, Merictn
In the spring of 1985 the Alexander
Toronto,
Vancouver,
Great
Britain,
"Aaron Copland: Self Portrait," which
Quartet attracted world-wide attenwas broadcast nationwide, and their
tioiTwhen it won first prize at the City
performances have been broadcast by
Recent New York engage- otPonsmouth (England) In,emauonal
the BBC, Radio France, German radio

Global Mind Change Will Be The
Focus Of An Evening With Noted
Author Willis Harman
Widely recognized as one of the
world's foremost"practical visionaries,"
Willis H arman, President of the Institute
of Noetic Sciences, will give a free
seminar in the Commons Room in
Raymond Great Hall Building on Mon.,
Sept. 14, at 7:30 p.m.
For 16 years, Dr. Harman was a
Senior Social Scientist at Stanford Re
search International in Menlo Park,
California. He is an emeritus professor
of Engineering-Economic Systems at
Stanford University, a founding mem
ber of the World Business Academy,
and from 1980 to 1990 served as a
member of the Board of Regents of the
University of California.
The Institute of Noetic Sciences,
Sausalito, California, was founded in
1973 by astronaut Edgar Mitchell. Its
purpose is to expand knowledge of the

nature and potentialscf the mind, and to
apply that knowledge to the advance
ment of health and wril-being for hu
mankind and the planet.
Dr. Harman is th; author of nu
merous texts arid papers on various
aspects of electrical ;ind systems en
gineering, futures research, social
policy and analysis ind the current
societal transition. In 1987 Dr.
Harman suggested, '""he next decade
or two are particularly critical. I be
lieve the key challenge is not to try to
resist change that ma/ well be inevi
table, nor is it to be zealous in fo
menting a change prematurely. It is
rather, trying to help our society un
derstand the nature aid necessity of
the forces of historical change we are
experiencing, to go through the change
with mutual cooperation and caring,

Funds, Fantasies and
Future Focus

If there is something you would like listed inthe new Acraw the Campus Events
Schedule, please contact Mike Traina, Editor, at 946-2155.

Attention Enthusiastic
Speakers and Writers
If you enjoy speaking before a Mike Traina or Holly Nelson) at 946group or have a creative literary flair, 2505.
the UOP Forensics Team or Calliope
Creative writers may be interested
may be just for you!
in immortalizing theirpoetry and short
The UOP Forensics Team is stories in Calliope, UOP's literary
anxious to begin its 1992-93 season magazine. Demonstrate your pride
and is looking for enthusiastic and by submitting your most interesting,
talented debaters, interpreters and provocative and creative work. For
public speakers. No experience is more information, contact Darrin
required. An introductory meeting Atkins at 473-7457, or stop by the
will be held tonight, Thurs., at 4 p.m. COPA office in Bannister Hall, room
in Hand Hall 217. If you are unable to 108 (946-2304). Work may also be
attend tonight's meeting, or would submitted to the English department,
just like more information, contact 2nd floor Knoles Hall, in care of
the coaching staff (Debbie Dougherty, Calliope.

with as little misery as possible."
In 1988 Harman authored "Global
Mind Change" where he examined the
fundamental shift now occurring in
the actual belief structure of Western
industrial society; a structure which is
altering our concepts of health care,
revolutionizing education, and caus

ing major changes in business and
finance. Dr. Harman stresses thatthis
shift delegitimizes war and forces us
to rethink policies of national and
global security. Harman truly believes
"by deliberately changing their inter
nal image of reality, people can change
the world."

By Burton Jay Nadler
By Fran Abbott

Director UOP Carear Services

:

Thursday, September 17
Activities Faire, Hand Lawn, 4:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: WHITE MEN CAN'T JUMP, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 pare

Willis Harman, author of "Global Mind Change" will speak at 7:30 p.m. in Royrwnl
Great Hall on Monday, Sept. 14.

Director Anderson Y Center

Hi! For those of you who don't
It is a real honor to help kick off the
know me, I'm the shy, retiring, quiet
Across
the Campus section of the all
personoverin McConchie Hall. NOT!
new
Pacifican
with the community
Really, I'm the rather loud and out
service column "Take It To The
going Director of Career Services who
Streets." Since I arrived on the UOP
always wears braces ("suspenders," What is Career Week?
not metal devices on my teeth) and
scene 5 years ago, incredible changes
often wears bow ties. Now that I've Career Week is a series of events we have taken place everywhere. Vice
introduced myself, I would like to hold each Fall. This year you will be presidents and deans have come and
introduce this column.
able to attend a variety of presenta gone. A critical accreditation report
Each week I will address issues tions and programs, including the has put the University on notice in a
related to the clever title appearing
° ,arenas' Missions are up.
Alumni Forum on Wed., Sept. 23 and n
above my caricature. 1 will answer
!sa e students are navigating the
the Career Faire on Thurs., Sept. 24.
B „ -1
questions you have related to career
^
covered buildings. Sobriety en
Heanng about alumni career experiSobriety, endecision making, academics and job
ences aid meeting with representa131 responsibility. celebraUonsT"
search. Through our weekly exchanges
Vari°US C0,p0ra,e
Unity diversity'Sewice'
I might deal with simple or complex omn,
pTmuaiT
spiritual
expression' and Fiscal
re
topics in informative and clever ways
sponsibility are among the new ban
(you'll be thejudgesofwhetherl achieve
this goal). If you have questions, con
P^r
"I ,he Way 10 a stronger
aeffic—a Pac,fic that js rising
tQ ^
0rieMati<>" on
cerns or simply a curious feeling about S
any career or job search-related issue,
ufe r:C?nCe and inno™i<>" in
feignedetae^rr"5
give me a call at 946-2361, or jot down
challenge,
'^
Ym ™
your question and bring it to my office,
out cani P"S identi fying
Each of us has an opportunity to
Co-op and Career Center, 2nd Floor aU of
m Of the activities. If y
ou hav/
P tch in and build community here on
McConchie Hall, 235 West Stadium
(that's just across Pacific Avenue next Questions, contact Career Service"'
PUCon0Urnei8hb0rh00dandbcy^d
to Manor Hall). I would like to begin by
yond. Community is built on oncn
anticipating aquick question often asked Until next week, think "J-O-B-S" /th
oTtem Ttif6 COmmu"matXa;
at this time of year.
hear ^our"leuer w°hl parents liktfto

SS-SSSE

ZZT

near

~

over and over).

S,biUtieS-

-

S-ce i^SiTg^

goodness to others in the spin''
Pm,
mutual respect and acceptance.
vice is a growing spiral of conip1'
sion starting with self-respect ande*
tending outward — step by
of
Service has its roots in the silence
our innermost being—inourpe^
reflecting pool. Service is receiy|11as well as giving. Service is all°#t;
each person and each moment10
our teacher.
(
Whether we reach out to > ^
student needing directions, o'e
smile to a stranger, express out
cem for wheelchair access. *°
establish a campus rccyclingp - ,
tutor a young child in a nearbyb0"^
project or take on a camp'jS" ^
hurricane relief effort, it's all se ^
It's about extending our
other and receiving theirs in
In coming editions I look m ,J
to alerting you to new ways of ^
ing about community and se^.
New challenges will keep
themselves. I choose to
challenges as new opportum%
see if I've learned my lessons. ,
creative initiatives and to do
in building a healthier worldjoin me.

I

I

I

I
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Photography - Student Style

at

PIZZA
PASTA ,g SANDWICHES
C

4415

Pacific Avenue » Stockton. CA 45207 • 209/957-4415

A College Degree
and no plans?

.
Get 20% off on film} SX"
piocessing & darkroom supplies! |
receive 20% off on film,
' ^

_

dncfer

w 'I

Lawyer's Assistant

{processing, & darkroom supplies

the "L"' a™eraS

S

Become a

^UC^0 Video

;colnCenCer'477"5566

1

Monday-Friday 9:30-6:00. Saturday 9:30-5:30
Student ID required. Expires January 31, 1993.

,

'

J

. Competitively

photographs

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, offers an inten
sive ABA Approved post graduate 14 week
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program
will enable you to put your education to work as a
skilled member of the legal team.

priced, high quality
4

'

Get your pictures back in one hour*

A representative will be on campus

Stockton's exclusive dealer of Kodak
Royal Paper

Wednesday, October 14, 1992
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
McCaffrey Center, 2nd Floor

Gluskin's One Hour Photo Lab:

For more information
contact your career center at: 946-2361

For the Winning Photo Finish
Gluskin's Cameras Audio Video

t

Ig)

We Use

UP

Lawyers Assistant Program
Room 318t Serra Hall
San Diego, CA92110
(619)260-4579

University
of San Diego

Under the "L" in Lincoln Center. 477-5566
Name
Current
Address.

Monday-Friday 9:30-6:00. Saturday 9:30-5:30
*some restrictions apply

_State_

City.

-Zip-

Current Phone #
Permanent Phone #

A fabulous '92 Fall Collection
arriving daily at...

AFRICA
Lincoln Center

It blows everything else
out of the water.

IBM Personal Systems Selected Academic Solutions
IBM Academic Solutions
These systems include 4MB memory, IBM Mouse', preloaded with DOS 5.0, Microsoft Windows 3.1, Microsoft Entertainment Pack,
METZ File F/X, Norton Antivirus, Exceller 3-D Keyboard, Math Expressions Editor, and Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 (runtime version).
Laptop also includes Fanfare Software Magic Cursor. The 8556 solutions are Micro Channel™ systems.

.

w

*

IBM PS/2® Model

8535 (3T2)

8535 (3T3)

Processor
Fixed Disk Drive
Diskette Drive
Display
Order Number
Price

386SX (20 MHz)
40MB
3.5" 1.44MB
8511 color
2199797
$1,549

386SX (20 MHz)
80MB
3.5" 1.44MB
8511 color
2208791
$1,699

8543 (3T4)
Laptop
386SX (20 MHz)
80MB
3.5" 1.44MB
LCD
2252701
$1,849

These systems include: Micro Channel architecture,
IBM Mouse, preloaded with OS/2 2.0, Exceller 3-D Keyboard,
Math Expressions Editor, and Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 (runtime
version).
8557 (3S1)
8556 (3S2)
IBM PS/2 Model

With the new IBM® 386SLC processor,
the new PS/2® 56 and 57 SLC are really
making waves. They're faster than any
386 SX computer you can buy-up to
880/n faster, to he precise! They re even
faster than most 386 DX systems.
Both models are completely upgrad
able, to help protect your investment.

your existingPS/2 hardware and software.
So in standalone or connected environ
ments, about the only thing that changes is
how much faster you can get things done.
The new Personal System/2® Models

companies have missed the boat.
Stop in today for details.

They're also completely compatible wit

PS/2 Models 56 and 57.

• Great educational prices.
internal cache.

_

.

• 4 or 6MB memory, 80 or 160MB hard
drive, up tofive slots/four bays.

' Preloaded with a variety ofs"/"
.
..
/O® a a
9

including OS/2 2.0.

pnD

the

$125

386SLC (20 MHz)
80MB
3.5* 2.88MB
8515 color
2252733
$2,399

These systems include: Micro Channel architecture, 8MB
memory, IBM Mouse, preloaded with OS/2 2.0, Norton Antivirus,
CorelDraw, Microsoft Multimedia Extensions, Video/Audio
Clipmakers, Exceller 3-D Keyboard, Math Expressions Editor, and
Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5.
IBM PS/2 Model

8557 (3A2)

Processor
Fixed Disk Drive
Diskette Drive
Display
Order Number
Price

386SLC (20 MHz)
160MB
3.5" 2.88MB
8515 color
2261631
$3,099

8557 (3M2)*
Ultimedia™
386SLC (20 MHz)
160MB
3.5" 2.88MB
8515 color
2261634
$4,199

« If III
M 11

11

* Ultimedia machine includes integrated CD-ROM drive, integrated front panel with
volume control, headphone and microphone jacks, advanced audio capabilities, and
advanced graphics (XGA)

Spreadsheets

Word Processors
WordPerfect 5.1 for Windows
Order Number 95F1488

386SX (20 MHz)
80MB
3.5" 2.88MB
8518 color
2251959
$2,099

Microsoft Word for Windows 2.0
Order Number 92F3424

$125

Lotus 1-2-3 1.1 tor OS/2
Order Number 92F3782

Lotus 1-2-3 1.1 for Windows Microsoft Excel for Windows 4.0
Order Number 92F3757
Order Number 92F3754

$125

$125

$125

If both word processor and spreaasneei are seieciea, a system mm a uacu uidn umv® w. w,v.d
Word for Windows and Excel may also be used with OS/2 2.0. Lotus 1-2-3 for OS/2 requires OS/2 2.0.

Introducing SLC in the new
New 386SLC processor ivith BK

8MB
386SLC (20 MHz)
160MB
3.5" 2.88MB
8515 color
2261628
$2,799

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE - academic editions; not preloaded.

56 and 57 with 386SLC processor. So
fast, you could say that other computer

6MB
386SLC (20 MHz)
80MB
3.5" 2.88MB
8515 color
2252743
$2,399

8556 (3T2)

IBM Advanced Academic Solutions - now with OS/21

IBM Academic Solutions - now with OS/2®l

Memory
Processor
Fixed Disk Drive
Diskette Drive
Display
Order Number
Price

8556 (3T1)

x/iORE INFORMA1ION, CALL.
c0MPl,TER ST0RE

HURRY, THIS OFFER ENDS SOON!
rtfiiRM PS/2 Personal System/2 and OS/2
PS/2 Model 57 SX wiinoul IBM 38®®L
is available 10 nonprofit higher education
'NSTl lest conducted against the PS
„
their (acuity and stall IBM Personal System
ess Machines Corporatio
are registered IraOemarKs ol tnternBtion
^ ^ nonprof,t K-12, | | s 1 B M A u t h o r i z e d P C D e a l e r s c e r t i f i e d t o r e m a r k e t
(acuity
ZZ, participating campus outlets. IB^
^ wlthdraw tha 0„e,at any „me
institutions, theirr students,
s
Selected Academic Solutions are
Orders are subject t<
Selected Academic Solutions or IBM i
without notice © 1992 IBM Corporation

Printers

IBM Advanced Academic Solution# - with DOS end Windows
These systems include: Micro Channel architecture, IBM Mouse,
•reloaded with DOS 5.0, Microsoft Windows 3.0, Word for Windows 2.0,
Excel 3.0, and Entertainment Pack, METZ File F/X file manager, Norton
Antivirus', CorelDraw, Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5, Microsoft Multimedia
Extensions, Video/Audio Clipmakers, Exceller 3-D Keyboard, and Math
Expressions Editor.

IBM PS/2 Model

8557 (3A1)

8557 (3M1)

Memory
Processor
Fixed Disk Drive
Diskette Drive
Display
Order Number
Price
Additional Hardware

4MB
386SLC (20 MHz)
160MB
3.5" 2.88MB
8515 color
2485828
$3,499

6MB
386SLC (20 MHz)
160MB
3.5" 2.88MB
8515 color
2485829
$6,199
CD-ROM Drive,
M-Motion Video Adapter
Audio/Capture/Playback
Adapter, Caere Typist
hand scanner

IBM Personal Printer Series II

IBM LaserPrinters

2380 9-pin, near letter quality,
narrow carriage
$311
Order No. 18C9441

4019 E 300x300 dpi, letter
quality, 5 ppm
Order No. 18G9450

$899

2381 9-pin, near letter quality,
wide carriage
$434
Order No. 18G9442

4029-5E 300x300 dpi, letter
quality, 5ppm
Order No. 18G9445

$1,144

2390 24-pin, letter quality,
narrow carriage
Order No. 18G9443

$311

4029-6 300x300 dpi, 6 ppm
upgradeable to 600x600 dpi
and 10 ppm
Order No. 18G9446

$1,359

2391 24-pin, letter quality,
wide carriage
Order No. 18G9444

$434

Hewlett-Packard PaintJet2
color graphics printer
Model HP 3630-A
Order No. 2468813

$665

IBM ExecJet Printer
4072 inkjet, letter quality,
wide carriage
Order No 18G9452

$678

Parallel printer cable Included
with each printer.

This offer is ava,table to non-prof,. higher
JUSl"SoSsTmSmV'sT^^Pnces quo^d do noHncl!^
through participating campus outlets BM Au
charges Orders are subiect to availability Prices are subiect to change and IBM may withdraw the otter at any Ilime without notice^Some p
ps 2
charges Check with your campus out« regar "9 hesec ag
T rackpoint in place of an IBM Mouse 'Hewlett Packard PaintJet printer is no, available through IBM,MtahWI PC Deelere IBMW
software does not include documentation
laptop.include^ ^ ,rad<maPrk, 0,
matronal Business Machines Corporation All other brand and product names ere registered trademarks or trademarks
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Sports Editor
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At the beginning of fall camp, head
football coach Chuck Shelton said that he
wanted towin games in the fourth quarter.
The Pacific football team went into the
fourth quarter only down by seven points
to Fresno State last Saturday, but slowed
down, losing 42-21.
The Tigers played very well against
Fresno, a team which beat Pacific by 45
points last year. The key to a Pacific
victory was execution on offense and

secondquarKrona3 y
_
^
toolkthtbaBoveronFresno's47yanlline>
first for twelve yards,

people were optinusde about
tht'.
about this,

thai broke tnro gi
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the most
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'^vl^nt seven are not
game, itmeans t
getting the jump
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Swcen*

enough to overcome a much larger and
stronger Fresno State team.
Ryan Benjamin demonstiated that he

cnjciall7yaidpass,wilhBenjamingainiiig ff^ivelinemanMattNichols
many yaidstmtteground, ^aficwentfor ^^weshowedttoweotuM

with a powerhouse and gavemany
a glimpse of the upcoming season"

itonfcnnhandinchesihsideFresno'sZO
yard line. Kopp did a quarterback sneak to
yaiuwK.rnW«»"*M
. ..
r««/!tnnlrthpnPXtnl3VOil
tj
getthefirstdown, and took the next p ay on
•
a keeper for a nine yardicrvtmTheBame
score. The game
was tied up, but it was the last score the
Tigers would put on the scoreboard.
The big difference between this year
and last year is the play of the Tigers
defense. The defense for Pacific has im
proved dramatically from last year. This is
a team who gave up 481 points in 11
games, and looked to havemany problems.
This yearthedefense willshowits intensity
and desire, as they did against Fresno.
The Tiger defense lacks size up front,
and Fresno exploited this throughout the
game. Frenso rushed for 381 yards, and
had 548 yards in total offense. It seemed
that Pacific had good reactions toward the

Tigers open Big West p|„
weekend as theyp travel to Reno to fac
nou;rnnfprpnppmpmKo«>
new Conference members, theWolfpac^
of Nevada-Reno.

Pacific was playing extremely well and
knew that if they kept on executing, there fo

was a good chance for victory.
The thini quarter proved to be the most
exciting part of the game. The Tigers re-

added

was ready to reproduce the form which
gave him All-American honors a year
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Eric Bengston forces a Fresno State fumble

Those Fourth Quarter Blues
By Mike Sklut
Senior Staff Writer

God that back is Ryan."
The key thing to remember from the
game Saturday is that the fourth quarter
blues is not a bad thing. It is almost
expected for such a small team that
plays teams who outweigh them in al
most every position. Thegood thing for
Pacific is that almost all the teams in the
Big West are not as big as Fresno, that is
why Fresno always seemed to win the
conference. Well.nowthey'renotinthe
conference anymore so all the game did
is give UOP a confidence boost and a 01 overall record. We still have not lost in
the conference which is the most impor
tant thing, considering the Tigers nonconference schedule is more difficult
than most top twenty teams.
What the Tigers need todo now is refocus. FocusontheBig West title which
starts this Saturday inReno. WithFresno
out of the conference, Nevada and San
Jose State are the Tigers' biggest chal
lenges. Both teams got whipped last
Saturday; Nevadaby Wyoming and San
Jose by California.
With one of their toughest games
behind them, the Tigers now have the
confidence and talent to have a great
year. Saturday showed that they still
have the same potent offense and a new
improved defense that could possibly
take the Big West title. Let's just hope
there won't be any more fourth quarter
blues.

It can simply be called the fourth
quarter blues. UOP football played its
best game in recent memory only to be
killed by the fourth quarter blues. Sat
urday night's blues began about half
way through the fourth quarter with the
Tigers trailing by ascore of 28-21. Then
the blues began to kick in. The blues
simply consist of the Tigers wearing
down and getting tired. UOP got tired
and Fresno State did not.
The blues the Tigers went through on
Saturday had nothing to do with talentor
desire. The Tigers offense and defense
have just as much talent and heart as the
Bulldogs, but the Bulldogs have two
things the Tigers do not: size and depth.
By the end of the fourth quarter the
Tigers defense was dragging. The un
dersized defensive line had given ev
erything it had the first three quarters
and were starting to slow down which
lead to wider holes that theFresno backs
could run through. The defensive
backfield was beginning to wear down
from all the tackles it had to make on
running backs that weighed at least 15
pounds more than they do. It is hard to
beat a team with as much weight and
depth as Fresno State no matter how
much talent and heart you have.
The blues uo 1 ji just relate to the
defense either. The offense did not
score in the fourth quarter and looked a
bit worn down from all the banging and
hitting that the Fresno defense was dis
tributing throughout the first three
quarters. The offense looked a bit
sluggishforthcfirsttimeinawhile. The
fourth quarter blues strike again.
What the Tigers do have is Ryan
Benjamin. Benjamin showed the crowd
once again that he is one of the three or
four top running backs in the nation.
And the new coach gave him a chance to
show his stuff Saturday as he rushed the
ball 27 times for a total of 173 yards.
Coach Shelton put it best when he said
"we have a one-back offense. Thank

ago. Benjamin rushed the ball 27 times,
for 177 yards and two touchdowns. He
tooktheloadoftheoffense, and turned Air
Pacific into ground Pacific.
TheTigersweredownearlytoFresno
and faced a crucial 3rd and 14 play. Troy
Kopphit Aaron'Turner on a45 yard strike
that got the Tigers down to the Fresno 15
yard line. Benjamin took the ball on the
nextplay, madea good move at the line of
scrimmage and rumbled into theend zone.
The "Rimer reception on third down was
a big (day, and it instilled in the players and
fens that Pacific was not going to let the
game get out of its control that early.
The first quarterended with theTigers
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Pacific Field Hockey Hosts
Weekend Tournament
By Allie McHugh
Sports Editor
The UOP Field Hockey team opens
its season this Saturday hosting the
Pacific Fall Classic. There is much
optimism going into the season, as the
Tigers return withl 1 players from last
years squad. The team has been
practiscing for almost three weeks
and head coach Carla Konet is very
happy about this year's team.
"We have had great practices all
through fall," Konet explained, "and
all the girls are in great shape."
Last year was not one of the best
for Pacific Field Hockey. The team
ended the season with a 4-8 record
and a 3-3 mark in the Nor Pac confer
ence. The Tigers had a hard time
scoring goals, going four straight
games without one. Pacific was able
to break the scoreless streak, when
they beat California 5-0:
The top offensive returners this
year are seniors Janel Wing and Phyllis
Rogers. Wing is a two time all-con
ference player and was last year's
MVP. She scored four goals and one

assist, leading the Tigers with five
points. Wing also received the Esprit
de Corps honor last year. Phyllis
Rogers enters her final year in a Pacific
uniform, and looks to improve on her
play from last year. Rogers was named
the Outstanding Offensive player last
year, scoring three goals and adding
an assist. She was also named allconference.
Senior Laura Young is coming off
one of her better years, being named
1991' s Outstanding Defensive player.
Young scored a goal last year and led
the Tigers' defense. She was also
named all-conference and should rise
up as the leader for the Tigers once
again this year. Angela Teran is the
final senior on the team, and will be
Field Hockey players prepare for the season

See Hockey, Page 11
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Shop Stocktons Finest Shopping Center!
Over 100 distinctive stores and services that offer friendly, personalized service.
Women's Apparel

Collectibles

Office'Supplies

Men's Apparel

Art, Hobby & Crafts

Travel & Luggage

Children's Apparel

Antiques & Fine Art

Sports Equipment

Footwear

Beauty Salons & Barber

Optical & Medical Offices

Jewelry

Grocery

Pharmacy

Electronics

Candy & Coffees

Realtors

Music

Fine Dining

Service Stations

Video

Cards & Gifts

Dry Cleaning

Photography

Toys & Books

And Much, Much More!

Home Interiors
Kitchenware
Clocks
Florist

LINCOLN
CENTER

r

Lincoln Center is located on

Intr

both sides of Benjamin Holt
Drive at Pacific Avenue in
Stockton. For more information
please call 477-4868.

O

•r"
Pacific Ave. at Benjamin Holt Or

The shopping center with a smile!
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Tigers Open The Season
With Three Wins
By Allie McHugh
Sports Editor

,'msha Soltysik sxirs above the California block.

Photo By Scott Anderson

The UOP Women's Volleyball team
played its first match last Tuesday in the
Spanos Center against California-Ber
keley. There were many questions raised
about this year's team, for example,
who will step into the setting position,
and will they have have the size up
front?
TheTigers answered those questions,
as they cruised to a 15-2, 15-6, 15-9
whipping of the Golden Bears.
In the first game Pacific jumped out
to a 12-0 lead behind the hitting of Lisa
Barbieri and Charlotte Johansson.
Barbieri had three kills in the first game,
ending with 10 in the match. The first
game saw Johansson get four kills, also
ending the match with 10.
The second game saw t Tigers hit
the ball very well. Pacific t y had two
hitting errors, and ended with a hitting
percentage of .531. The Tigers jumped
out to a 6-2 lead, as Johansson and Vikki
Simonis took over. Johansson ended the
third game with seven kills and two
blocks. Her hitting percentage for the
match was .769, as she made no errors
throughout the match. Simonis had eight
kills by the end of the second game and
ended the match with nine kills and five
digs.
The Tigers made nine hitting errors
in the third game, but still were able to

beat the Bears easily. Natasha Soltysik
and Katy Eldridge played a very good
match. Soltysik had nine kills and nine
blocks, attempting 27 attacks, and
making only three errors. Eldridge fin
ished the match with nine kills and hit at
a .615 clip. Lisa Johns finished the m atch
with 40 assists and six kills, beginning
her first match after taking over at the
setting position.
The first match against California
prepared Pacific well for the Nebraska
Tournament played this past weekend.
The tournament had three top twenty
teams, and was a very good test for the
Tigers early in the season. The Tigers
faced Pittsburgh in the first game of the
round robin event and won easily 15-0,
15-6 and 15-6. Vikki Simonis led the
charge for Pacific, getting nine kills and
12 digs. The Tigers hit at a .374 mark
and received good playsfrom everyone.
The match against Pittsburgh got the
Tigers ready to play the two top oppo
nents in the tournament.
Last Saturday the fifth ranked Tigers
faced 11th ranked New Mexico. The
match went five games, with Pacific
winning 15-10, 15-9, 9-15, 10-15, 1512. The scores put up by the Pacific
players were very impressive, with many
players getting into the action.
Natasha Soltysik had 18 kills and 13
digs, while Charlotte Johansson added
16 kills and 14 digs. Vikki Simonis
helped the cause with 14 kills and 19

digs. The Tigers could have wrapped the
match up in the third game, but New
Mexico would not let up. Lisa Johns had
56 assists with Lisa Barbieri and Katy
Eldridge both adding 12digs.The Tigers
did not have a good hitting percentage
for the New Mexico match, and if a win
was to be achieved against Nebraska
later that day, they would have to im
prove on the .168 percentage.
The Tigers faced third ranked Ne
braska in an early showdown which
could be a preview of some post-season
play later in the season. The Tigers
seemed tostart slowly againstNebraska,
and could not hold off, losing 15-1,215,15-11,15-11.
The first game saw Pacific hitting at
a .000 clip, making as many errors as
attacks. The 15-1 loss was embarrass
ing, but they came back to play well in
the second game. The Tigers made only
one error in the second game, with
Johansson and Simonis leading the way.
Johansson, named to the All-Tourna
ment team, had 11 kills and nine digs.
Simonis, also named to the All-Tour
nament team, had nine kills, 13 digs and
three serving aces. Setter Lisa Johns had
35 assists and Lisa Barbieri played good
defense, getting 11 digs and three blocks.
The Tigers are 3-1 this season and
will play at home against Fresno State
on Tuesday. This weekend the Tigers
will be at Wisconsin, playing in the
Wisconsin Tournament.

Athlete of the Week
The University of the Pacific has had
many good players in the position of setter
for the Women's Volleyball team. This
year is no exception. Lisa Johns has taken
over for former All-American Melanie
Beckenhauer-Heller,tobecometheTigers
new awesome setter.
Lisa is a sophomore from Bakersfield,
and is a Sports Sciences major at Pacific.
She played in 18 matches last year, getting
^ 131 assists and 41 digs. Haying under
1 Beckenhauer-Hellerwas something which
*" has helped her prepare for this year,
a. "Everyone knew how good Melanie
^ was," Lisa commented, "and she helped

looking forward to a good seasoa Last
week against California she registered 40
assists, and when the Tigers faced New
Mexico, Lisa was able to get 56 assists.
Through four matches, Lisa has easily
surpassed last year's numbers of assists,
and is looking to continue the Tigers'
winning ways.
"Early in fall camp, we had very good
practices," said Lisa, "and there was a
good sense of team unity."
ThePacificWomen's Volleyball team
is very young this year. They have out
standing talent and Lisa Johns has shown
that she is ready to work with the team to
mealotwhenitcameto the gameandwhat gettherightplaysneededincrucial games.
You can see Lisa and the Hying Tigers
I to do."
This year Lisa has already shown that when they faceFresnoStale thisTuesday
her skills are improving and that she is in the Spanos Center.
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Ruggers Looking For Players
% frian Weinrich
^(Writer
Paific Rugby is back for another exWmgeasoa
^ first year rugby club. Pacific holds
®ptssive 5-4 record, destroying teams
suclas U.C. Santa Cruz 42-0 and U.SP.
Pacific Rugby had a good showing
Palo Alto Summer 7's tournament,
members Oscar Meza, Tun Mctcalf,
Wn Tom, Matt Gallagher, Brian
^inrich, Chris Angelica, and Mike
hammer participated making out
ing performances.
^"""8 the summer Pacific Rugby was

and trained by Ron Huisl Coach
Hurst is a hard-nosed player with 15 years
of local and international experience. An
other addition to Pacific Rugby is Cal Poly
center Chris Mills, who had a brilliant
summer and will play the fall season with
Pacific. The summer tournament was a
breakthrough in that theNORCAL Rugby
Union got a chance to see exactly how upand-coming the Pacific program is. In the
three weekend tournament, Pacific posted
wins over powerful men's clubs such as
Mission, Olympic, Fresno and Golden
Gate. Pacific's Oscar Mezaledall tourna
ment competitors with a remarkable ac
complishment ofl1 tries (44 points).

coached

Intramurals Update
^intramural seasonis aboutto begin,
many events starting next week. Last
were many new teams which
er
^ gcd and became powerhouses in
Cl^nsports.This year should bringmany
games to Pacific Intramurals.

minimum of $5 per game.
G°There

will be a four person scramble
held at Swenson Park Golf Course. The
tournament will be held on Sept. 25 at 2
p m,with entries due on Sept. 24 at4 pm.
Eve ryone is welcome, socome sign up for

The coaches and players are very opti
mistic this seasoa Returning as head
coach is Chris Snell, who will take charge
of the forwards as well most of the clubs
affairs.TTx;backscoachandSnell's assistant
is Ron Hurst. The captains for the season
areErikNielsenand Brian Weinrich. Other
returning starters arcThor Harrison, Oscar
Meza, Tim Metcalf, Nohn Phan, Warren
Tom, Matt Gallagher, Matt Carrier, Gregg
Sampson and Chris Angelica. Practice
begins Sept. 15 at 4 pm. on Brookside
Field. Anyone interested in participatingor
learning about the game of rugby please
stopby. Formore info contactTim Metcalf
and Erik Nielsen at 463-8718.

K

You can subscribe to The Stockton Record for a special discount
rate of $30.00 for one semester, $65.00 for the entire school year.
This great price includesCalifornia State Sales tax. Student
papers will be delivered to the bookstore for pick-up. An I. D.
card will be mailed to you to show for pick-up of your
paper.Plus, you'll get afree U.O.P. T-shirt with a one
semester subscription ora U.O.P. sweatshirt with a school
year subscription.

Entries are due on Thursday, Sept. 24 at
4 pm. The tournament will havesingles
and doubles, inbothmen's and women's
division. This tournament will be a great
event, so get involved.

EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Charge to your bookstore account
, and receive yourT-shirt or sweatshirt the same day.
Pay at the information desk in the bookstore

Lacrosse

The University of the Pacific is look
ing for women who are interested in
a great day of golf.
forming a Women's Lacrosse club.
.
begins Wed.,Sept 16,andentries
Indoor Soccer
There are many teams in the area who
close tomorrow at 4 pm. Every
Men's and women's indoor soccer
a
have a captain to report to the ready to begin. Play begins on Sept. 23, play lacrosse in the spring, and UOP
Mils meeting on Monday at5 pm.The with the captain's meeting occunng on would be able to join a league as early as
'^stneeting will be held in WPC130. Sept. 21 al 5 p.m. in WPC 130. Entiles for next semester. Anyone interested should
contact Carla Konet, or the Intramural
trials are needed to referee flag
indoor soccer are due Sept 18 at pm.
Office in the Main Gym. This is a new
u
games this semester. Anybody
, tsted in being an official should meet TeI][ntramural tennis will begin on Sun team, so players are needed to fill roster
i^JPat5 p.m.The meeting will be held day, Sept. 27 at the Brookside Courts. spots.
130. Officials will be paid a
laS Football

T-SHIRT or SWEATSHIRT!

• Yes, I want to start a new subsaiption

0 Choose Your Subscription
U.O.P. 5 day delivery
• 1 Semester (4 months)
Paid - »30 00
Plus - a Free College T-shirt
• 2 Semesters (9 months)
Paid - »65°°

7 DAY / WEEK.TAT,.

• My check is enclosed
• Please charge my Credit Card

No.
Expires .

—

Mai with payment to: The Stockton Record
CiraJation Department
P.O. Box 900
Stockton. CA 95201

Signature (for era* doge) _

• VISA • MasterCard • Am Ex

get a Free U.O.P Sweatshirt!

CA State Tax IrduOed • Offer expires 1/31/93

© Customer Information

©Check your means of payment

-Apt.
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COLLEGE LOGO
AMPAD PRODUCTS^

COLLEGE LOGO SHIRTS

Show your school spirit with this rugged clothing with your
school logo printed across the front!
ORDER #
DESCRIPTION
EVERYDAY
#1010981
Cotton/Polyester Blend Sweatshirt
$19.99
#1010980
100% Cotton T-Shirt
$9.99
#1010987
100% Cotton Tank (not pictured)
$14.99
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WIREBOUND NOTEBOOK

2-POCKET PORTFOLIO

U:

Laminated paper portfoto in white,
blue, red or green. #101095b.

CRAM WORLD GLOBE
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Fully updated 12" globe with the
fifteen new countries of the former i
Soviet Union. Blue oceans and
raised relief. Metal semi-meridian
and base. #1011613.
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COMPUTER WORK CENTER

Finished in warm colonial oak laminate and includes a desk,
hutch, 90 corner adapter and printer stand. Twin doors
protect accessories when not in use. while a spacious drawer
below provides easy access to supplies. Adjustable/removable
monitor and paper shelf Steel floor glide and solid oak pulls.
50'/.h x 42'/.w x 23'/.d ". Some assembly required. #2001514.
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YOUR CHOICE
EVERYDAY
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HEADQUAlffig-

EVERYDAY
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1 Student

SAVANAH" DAYPACK

Rugged water-resistant Cordura Plus fabric with a suede
bottom bottom. Large main compartment, zippered front
pocket. Lifetime manufacturer's warranty. #1011692.

^ . jM.mndnn
"Whatdidyoudoo
is a common question
returning to school in t
almost repetitive,but M

student body,the answ

ing-

.

Over the summer, l

avariety of things. The

that 1 talked to work
went to summer schoc
did both, while others vt
to travel or spend the s
Students could be

QUICKER CLICKER
AUTOMATIC PENCILS

Economical automatic pencils with handy lead advance on
side. Uses 0.5mm lead. Blue barrel. 3 pack. #1008795.

WEBSTER'S II NEW
RIVERSIDE DICTIONARY

WEBSTER'S D
New Riverside
University
Dictionary

A quick reference book that will
give you all the answers. #1010730.

SMART

3

EVERYDAY

BUSINESS SECRETARIAL CHAIR

Features gas-lift adjustable height, back and swiveling seat.
Five-star chrome base with dual-wheel casters for easy rolling.
Modem-look black accordion covers. Durable gray nylon seat
and back covers. #2001776.

$*99

SMART

BUSINESS DRAFTING TABLE

Sturdy table with 30 x 42" white laminated top that adjusts
front and back. Black base with foot rest. #2001953.

•
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YOUR CHOICE
EVERYDAY

BRAND TAPE DISPENSERS

ELECTRONICS
$ 4 ^99

Dysart

Alexandria Bowler,
in Stockton and 1

Jenny O'BrianJur

Lake Michigan.
BY NORTHWESTERN BELL MONES

Holmes Bilaloglu, <
months in Turke

EVERYDAY

s299"

THE 150
SLIM-STYLE TELEPHONE

2-PACK DS/DD DISKETTES

George Frangadak
Jose, and workct
Economical, rugged plastic dispensers with contemporary
space-saving design. Weighted for easy one-hand operation.
wide. Choose
Hold tape on 1" core up to 36-yds. long and
black, putty, It. gray or burgundy. #1002995.

EVERYDAY

$«i 19

Janet Keller,junioi
Mateo and hung

Built with Genuine BELL'" reliability

John DeCommer,;
mento at Food -4

^
FAXLINE® 630 FAX MACHINE

Why buy ten when you only need two? 100% error free for
quality performance. Two double-sided/double-density
diskettes. 3'/,"-#4002205 or 5'/."-#4002206.

Nicole Valli, junior
traveled.

THE WIZARD

EVERYDAY

$^99

P FT ACCESSORIES!

_

Ideal for conference or
break rooms, office,
dormitory and more! Fullwidth freezer compartment,
removable shelves, bottle
rack and door shelves
Copper-tone finish. 33'/.h x
20w x 23d". #3002639

The
- ultimate electronic
—
w. l,s_ organizer!
Wl 3UI ||£
Features electronic calendars
KM
scheduler alarms, telephone &
address directories world/local
clocks and more. Massive 128K
memory. #3002535.

fflftcCEBMBfKEYBOARD WRIST REST

LOCKING DISKETTE BOX

Safely file your diskettes in these plastic boxes with key-locking
smoke-tint hinged lids and tabbed dividers. Handle for easy
carrying Holds 120 3'/." diskettes #4002097.

COUNTER-HIGH
REFRIGERATOR

OZ-8200 ELECTRONIC
ORGANIZER

299

TXrekt on your wrist. Helps
prevent Carpal Tunnel Syndrome. *4002099.

PERIPHERALS

159

PC SOFTWARE

EVERYDAY

_

i

$4 EA99
EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

Advanced

GRAVIS

BIZMART DELIVERS
.mSX/25MHz.
PERFORMANCE
A PRINTER & A CABLE
ALL AT ONE
SUPER-LOW PRICE!

•386SX, 25MHz
•2MB standard RAM
•85MB hard drive

YOU GET ALL THIS FOR ONLY

1153"

EXEC 386*25'
COMPUTER
Dual floppy drives
•14" VGA Color Monitor
•Keyboard

•MS-DOS
•PFS:First Choice
#4503069

NX-1001
MULTI-FONT PRINTER

EVERYDAY

$139999

#SMn

•Keyboard" SVGA co,or monitor
•Mouse
•MS-DOS 5.0
•Microsoft Windows

Six-foot parallel printer cable #4501838

#450309?

inner

BODYWORKS
SOFTWARE

workings of the

5^4199
39

50
*«o aicnoitKj, inc. pf TFI F.VICIoe>

,

EVERYDAY

486SX/25 COMPUTER
•80486SX, 25MHz.
•4MB standard RAM
•100MB hard drive
•Dual floppy drives

, __
An adventureYAR^S^Sh,r+^

complex machine - the hiiml^ ^5
#45OU34ENERA' "*«*. ^ORTS

EVERYDAY

fillLASER
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^ewHeadOf Communication Named
Abbott

\ \Vri£L.

fc^ossiblcjust

takes a little

••and she means it. Dr. Carol
^Hall. APR. newly elected
I1"! an 0f UOP's Department of
^nicatmn is a lady with a vision.

Casked what goals she has for
department. Hall said, "Better inl and external communication
t,n (improved) understanding of
an
Jvalious disciplines in the depart"lCQ(ie major goal that Hall has is to
rtcrof the Communication
[rtrnent and to help further the
"js 0f the faculty. "I want to get
•0V from the 'dumping ground'
1 ' the Communication majorhas.
e

lot an easy major," Hall said.
An

"open door" policy will be

maintained by Hall. "By being avail

ed will get

to know the

students'

desires, and I
' h0PC
"""8
c a^me nT,'°mC Manys,ud™s
' " m e Dr. Mom', and I want to be
[? or them when they need me."
Hall is a strong advocate for stu-

Hall came to UOP seven years ago
in August of 1985. She earned her
B.A. in Journalism and Language Arts
at Sacramento State College, and her
M.A. and Ph.D. at Ohio State Uni
versity. While earning her degrees,

WTiatdid you doovcr the summer?
ask when
returning to school in the lall Itcangct
almostrcpctilive, but with such a diverse
stidentbody, the answer can be intcrest-

parts of the country, and even the world,
Some had the opportunity to travel to
Europe, while others went to Oregon,

„,t.

Jobs varied from bartenders to
teachers to sales clerks. Summer is a
popular time to do internships, therefore
killing two birds with one stone (getting
units while working).
Here are a few summer experiences
that students had over the break:

Overthc summer, UOP students did
ivariety of things. The majority of those
that I talked to worked, while others
went to summer school. Many students
didboth,whilcothcrs were lucky enough
totravel or spend the summer relaxing,

Lake Tahoe, Colorado and variousother
states.

Students could be found in various
Janet Keller, junior, Information Systems: Went to summer school in San
Mateo and hung out in Lake Tahoe.
George Frangadakis, senior, English: Drove a Budweiser truck in San
Jose, and worked as a bartender in his grandfather's topless bar.
Alexandria Bowler,sophomore, Computer Science: Wentto summer school
in Stockton and bought a pet iguana.
Jenny O'Brian, junior, Public Relations: Went skydiving and worked on
Lake Michigan.
Holmes Bilaloglu, sophomore, Business: Worked at Club Med for three
months in Turkey.
John DeCommer, sophomore, Computer Science: Worked in Sacra
mento at Food -4- Less.
Nicole Valli, junior, Education: Went to Europe with Gail Sheldon and
traveled.

cans."

Feature Editor

°r facu,ty news and student achieve
ments and activities.

Students Active Over Break
jsacommon question people

By Allison Wagda

s. he reels that pride comes with
recognizing good things that are
happening. A Communication de
partment newsletter will be reinstated

Brown-bag lunches will also be on
the agenda. "Meeting informally with
other faculty on campus is important
We all need to get to know about other
departments and they need to know
more about us, " she said.

Study Abroad In Australia One Student's Experience

Carol Ann Hall, APR, has been at UOP
for seven years teaching public relations.

Hall did graduate study at the Uni
versities of Southern California, Ne
braska, and Hawaii.
There is always activity around the
Communication department, and the
number of majors continues to grow.
Hall's energy is limitless, so be ad
vised. "Don't stand in the hall, or you
may be run over by a Hall."

Bungee jumping, living in the
Outback with ex-hippies, going on
Aboriginal camping trips and study
ing ecology on the Great Barrier Reef
off the coast of Australia is not a
typical semester that most students
can expect to have while attending
UOP.

The program that took Ali to the
state of Queensland is called CSA,
Environmental and Human Studies.
She first discovered it through an
other student who had participated,
and decided to pursue it through the
Bechtel Centerhere on campus, which
offers programs to travel all over the
world.

But for one student, going abroad
to Australia was not only an opportu
nity to study another culture, but to
experience life outside the United
States. "Australians are so friendly,"
said Ali Clark, a senior who returned
this semester to finish studying edu
cation. "They would really go out of
their way, and they loved Ameri

Ali earned 16 units during her se
mester abroad. The program was di
vided into different sections, where
she was exposed to different parts of
the culture.
During the first two weeks, Ali
was placed with a host family. After
that, her group went into the rain
forest to study ecology for 10 days.

Every Drop
Counts In
A Drought
Although California received more
rainfall last winter than in recent years,
we are still facing a serious drought
situation. Most reservoirs and lakes are
at record low levels, with Folsom Res
ervoir in Sacramento over 100 feet be
low normal level, and even Lake Tahoe
so low that most docks along the shores
are completely useless.
Although the green UOP landscape
does little to remind students of the
seriousness of the situation, each indi
vidual can contribute by followinga few
simple tips:
• While showering, don't leave the wa
ter running. This uses an average of 25
gallons. By wetting down, soaping up,
then rinsing, only four gallons are used.
• While brushing yourteeth, shut off the
faucet. Leaving the tap running can use
as much as 10 gallons, using 9 1/2
gallons more than necessary:
• While shaving, fill the basin instead of
leaving the tap running. This saves an
average of 20 gallons of water.
• While washing yourhands, also fill the
basin. This saves about 1 gallon.

Senior Ali Clark bungee jumps into the Australian Rainforest. She spent last semester
studying abroad in Queensland.

From there they went to the Great
Barrier Reef, where they stayed on an
island, again studying ecology.
Ali was also able to go on an Ab
original camping trip, and meet the
natives of the island. "Elders (the
leaders of the Aborigines) showed us
historical paintings and told us about
their legends," she explained.
Her group also visited a koala
sanctuary in Brisbane.Then, for the
final month, the students split up and
studied a topic of their choice. Ali,
being an education major, decided to
study the School of Distance Educa
tion. "Many of the kids live in the
Bush or the Outback." said Ali. 'They
are isolated, so they have class over
the radio. A teacher will broadcast
from one central station."
In order to learn more about the
distance education program, Ali went
to live and tutor in the Outback with
two separate families.
The first,
she explained, were
park rangers, and lived in the "boon
docks". It definitely left an impres
sion on her. "I remember one time
when they showed me where the
crocodiles lived. We were in barefeet,
and all of the sudden you could see the
scales on a crocodile's back. He was
about ten feet long, and was only
about six feet away from us." The
second family she described as "exhippies who lived in the bush."
After finishing up her research,
she decided to stay in the area and
travel with friends. They went to New
Zealand and Fiji hoping to do some
skiing, but left the day that ski season
opened.
Ali strongly recommends the pro
gram to other students. Not only was
the beer excellent and the bars a lot of
fun, but "Why rot in Stockton when
you can get units for one of the most
incredible experiences of your life?"
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College is expensive enough as it is.
That's why Wells Fargo has designed
Student ATM Checking™ just for you—
at only $4.50 per month. Do all your
banking through the Wells Fargo Express™
ATM and you'll get:
• Checking free of monthly service charges
every summer until you graduate.
• Unlimited checkwriting with no
minimum balance and no per-check
charge. And free check storage.
• Free access to more than 1600
Wells Fargo Express ATMs statewide.
• Convenient 24-Hour person-to-person
phone service.

there!" EE®

You can also apply for a special
Student Visa card:
• First year free membership when you
sign up for overdraft protection.
• All students —even entering freshmen
—are eligible to apply.
Open a checking account or apply for
a credit card now. Sign up for both
and you'll get a free Wells Fargo T-shirt.
Wells Fargo. Banking built for the
student budget.
Promotional giveaways while supplies last. Offer expires
10/15/92. $5.00 additional per-month service charge if one
or more tfansactions are made in a Wells Fargo branch. Proof
of college enrollment and other qualifying criteria required
for Student Visa applicant >n. Ask for details.
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Stop by your local Wells Fargo branch today:
Pacific Avenue Office, 1906 Pacific Ave., 943-4550
College Square Office, 1045 W March Lane, 957-8010
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The Stone - Body Count featuring Ic&jT. $20.412 Broadway, S.F.
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Cattle Club - JumpStart, Pivot & Moist 7:3m>.m. 7042 Folsom, SacramenO
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Entertainment Editor
What do you get when you combine
grunge metal,a liule blues and guitars that
jam like a V-8 Oldsmobile on a Central
Valley road? You get the unique sound of
the San Francisco-based band One-Eyed
Jacks. The band is made up of four
members: Scott,leadvocals;Tony,dnims;
Garr, bass guitar, and Dave, lead guitar.
Scou has amazing stage presence, with a
voice thatcommandsattentioa Theirstyle
is somewhat similar to those Seattle bands.
1 hate to compare them to other bands
because they have developed their own
style, but for those of you who need a
reference, there it is! Their songs are about
real life problems such as drug addictions
and dcsparity and you won't find any
sappy love songs on their line up. Their
lyrics read like a Bukowski poem, harsh
yet eloquent
I like One-Eyed Jacks because they

Enteri
z

An Enduring Ii

Album of the Week

lentury
> »
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The team played three
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icforthe Tigers. Tcran

L,h

uyed two games last year, but
saves and only let four goals
nCt. Teran will handle the

much collc8e

SC°red 3 goal in sudden

death overtime and won the scrim-

jl,iS year, and has two back' the first time in many years.
ifof
seniors are our strength this
•The
-Sonet said, "and many of the
f'' rishave said that they are really
0S' them at practice."
pew players for the Tigers
The
retliy impressed Konct and have
med alot
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Field

C have all improved through
frst week," Konct commented,
are learning about tighter
-and they
irk and makingquicker passes.
sack wo
very happy with the progress the
whole team is making.
The UOP Field Hockey team trav-

Thc scrimmage against Stanford gave
Tigers a chance to look at an
opponent and work on things which
need improvement. Coach Konet was
very optimistic with the outcome of
the scrimmage.

the Nor Pac title in 1989 and want it
back. They will host the Pacific Fall
Classic this Saturday on Brookside
Field. Brookside is located near the
To wnhouses and the Tournament will
be going on all day. Pacific, Stanford,
California and alumni from all three
teams are the participants in the Fall
Classic. Pacific will play the alumni
team at 11 a.m. on Saturday, so come
out and watch the team, it should be
fun and exciting.

FREE
^lCHAEi'j $2.00
off any
PITCHER
PIZZA

Plltb
<£tutz

"We tried players in different posi
tions, and I was really pleased with
the play of everyone. All three of our
goalkeepers played well, with most of
them making six saves each," Konet
said.

I
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462-6668

purchased

other discount oner.

Expiration Date: Dec. 31, 1992

All the players on this year's roster
played in the scrimmage, and ac
cording to Konet, it gave her good
feedback on the talent and ability of
this year's team.
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Therapist Available
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When it comes to studying, there's something even
more important than legible notes: food.
Fortunately, your nearby Lucky store has everything
a student body could possibly crave. From guilt-free
health food to mandatory
munchies.
No time to cook?
Do^m food getting old?
Then try our service
deli and bakery, and
7506 Pacific Ave., Stockton
3215 Pacific Ave., Stockton

©1992 LUCKY STORES. INC.

»

reacquaint yourself with the pleasures of real food.
Trouble with Economics? Don't worry. We have the
lowest overall prices in town. And if you're short on cash,
you can always use your Visaf MasterCard® or ATM
card instead.
So cut out the study aids above. And bring them to
the store that does
more for higher
education than
the government.
The Low Price Leader. Every Day.,.
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ith AT&T, choosing a phone company is easy. Because
when you sign up for AT&T Student Saver Plus, you can
pick from a complete line of products and services
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